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describes his lessons, strategies
and methods of influencing

people's brains. In this article, you
are invited to download the e-

book "Training and hypnosis. The
art of persuasion". A complete list

of A. Dotsenko's books can be
found here. The history of one

city (a sad past and a very bright
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present). The author of the book
is Yuri Mukhin, a man who spent
his entire adult life researching

Soviet history and comparing the
past with the present. The book
very clearly outlines the main

milestones of Soviet history, an
analysis of the causes that

preceded it. At the end of the
book, recommendations are given
that will lead the economy of the
Soviet state to socialism, at least

in some part of it. Yuri Mukhin is
very interesting to read, despite

the fact that his book is written in
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a very simple language, it is
interesting and useful to read it

for everyone who is interested in
the history of the Soviet Union,

the history of their country. "How
I came to such a life" is a book

that should be read first of all by
a person who does not "accept"
the country in which he grew up

and lives. You will not find in the
book an analysis of the economic

events that took place in the
USSR and Russia over the past

20-30 years, there is a lot of such
information on the net, so the
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book does not pretend to be a
comprehensive overview of the

entire Soviet history. By no means
do I share modern Russian values

â€‹â€‹and principles, but the
documents that are given in the
book make it clear that both the

government and society, as a
result, are getting worse and

worse. Despite this, there are also
a number of positive examples in
Russia, for example, the book can

inspire changes for the better if
there is a desire and goal to

change something. And best of
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all, read the book and change
your life for the better. The

Flying Spaghetti Monster is a
book for children and parents,

which describes the history of the
famous musical group

"Macarena" in the form of an
exciting game. The band's name

comes from English and translates
as "flying pasta". Even in

kindergarten, children sang like
"Melancholia", "Amoral Poppy"
and other songs of the legendary
group, and every year this disease

is gaining momentum. All this
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became possible thanks to the
"creators" of this music - the

group "McLear" and its leader -
Andrew Lloyd Webber. As a

result, the music of "MakArena"
has become so popular that

already now the albums of this
group, probably, are heard to

holes. The era of immorality and
falsity that this group brought to

the world is about to come
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